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CONteNts
Spring is finally here! The winter seemed to go on for a very long time and many of 
our guys who were working in Victoria on the Halls Gap project will especially be 
enjoying the warmer weather! Over the past three months we have been working 
on many different projects. The wetland projects we’ve been working on had some 
interruptions in the rainy months. Fortunately there have been many local smaller 
jobs keeping us busy when rain has disrupted the larger ones. 

We are always expanding our construction team and this month we would like to 
welcome Glen, Nick Ross, Kris and Matt to Prospect Contractors.
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Master Builders Awards 2012 
We had another fun night at the 2012 
Master Builders Building Excellence 
Awards dinner. Even though we didn’t 
win the title again this year, we enjoyed 
participating in the celebration of South 
Australia’s building and construction 
industry.

Our invited guests were Rod Fyfe from 
Geofabrics with his wife Jan, and Daniel 
from Newtons Sand and Metal.
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Home & Garden Show 
We would like to thank Simon Kemsley 
from Get-Eco Design for inviting us to 
join him at his stand at the Adelaide 
Home & Garden Show. 

Simon is our talented, in-house 3D 
image designer, who can illustrate a 
new project idea for our clients so they 
can see their project come to life.  

The show was a great success and 
introduced Gabions to many new 
people. Simon’s children thought our 
Gabions were great too!
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Hattah Lakes Wetlands
In late 2011, Comdain Infrastructure was awarded the contract for the multi-million dollar Living Murray Hattah Lakes Environmental 
Flows Project in north-west Victoria. Prospect Contractors were engaged in June 2012 to carry out the installation of 160m3 of 
Gabions and 2062m2 of Renos to help combat erosion in the area. 

The project has involved the installation of a permanent pumping station with seven pumps capable of pumping 1667 litres each 
from the Murray River to more than 20 wetlands within the Hattah Lakes National Park.

Four new regulators and an upgrade of an existing structure, discharge and dissipater structures, three levee banks and two 
pipe lines will also be constructed to hold environmental water within the lakes and surrounding floodplain.

These flood enhancement works are designed to restore and maintain the health of this once natural wetlands and surrounding 
floodplain. It will provide a habitat for the waterbirds, fish, frogs, turtles and other native wildlife that depend on them to survive.

Jed did a great job of supervising the project and will return with the boys in January to complete two rock fish ways which 
have been put on hold for now until water levels drop. Comdain Infrastructures Construction Manager Danny Moon was really 
impressed with Jed and the boys hard work, can do attitude and willingness to help out. He said this really contributed to the 
success of the job.

Continuing Work at Halls Gap
In the last few months several new Gabion walls have been constructed at Halls Gap. Again heavy rainfall made working conditions 
difficult but we continued working even when the nearby creek levels kept rising, causing very muddy and slippery conditions! 
These Gabion retaining walls at the base of the mountain will help stabilise Silverband Falls Road and prevent further erosion 
caused by the overflow of water from the creek.
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Peachey Road Culvert Protection 
We have just completed a Gabion wall  for Dig-It Landscapes, around the pipe of 
a small storm water creek at Davoren Park. This allowed the construction of a safe 
walking path around the top of the creek.

Kidman Park Weld Mesh Wall
Prospect Contractors recently built a 2m high weld mesh wall for a home owner at Kidman Park. The wall was constructed to 
comply with Australian standards and acts as a safety barrier around a pool in the front garden of the property. The owners are 
extremely happy with the outcome. The wall is an affordable and aesthetically pleasing solution to the pool security problem.
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Greenbanks Stabilization Wall
Having just finished a Gabion wall for another property further down the river, another home owner on the Murray River 
approached us to build a retaining wall to stabilize the riverbank on their property. The wall will also provide a strong foundation 
for their new boat ramp to be built. The owner was so happy with the wall we were first asked to build, they decided to add 
more Gabions further along the riverbank.
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